Despite the growing use of nanofiber scaffolds for tissue engineering applications, there is not a validated, readily available, free solution for rapid, automated analysis of nanofiber diameter from scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrographs. Thus, the goal of this study was to create a user friendly ImageJ/FIJI plugin that would analyze SEM micrographs of nanofibers to determine nanofiber diameter on a desktop computer within 60 seconds. Additional design goals included 1) compatibility with a variety of existing segmentation algorithms, and 2) an open source code to enable further improvement of the plugin. Using existing algorithms for centerline determination, Euclidean distance transforms and a novel pixel transformation technique, a plugin called "DiameterJ" was created for ImageJ/FIJI. The plugin was validated using 1) digital synthetic images of white lines on a black background and 2) SEM images of nominally monodispersed steel wires of known diameters. DiameterJ analyzed SEM micrographs in 20 seconds, produced diameters not statistically different from known values, was over 10-times closer to known diameter values than other open source software, provided hundreds of times the sampling of manual measurement, and was hundreds of times faster than manual assessment of nanofiber diameter. DiameterJ enables users to rapidly and thoroughly determine the structural features of nanofiber scaffolds and could potentially allow new insights to be formed into fiber diameter distribution and cell response.
Introduction
Electrospun polymeric nanofiber scaffolds have wide applicability across a variety of fields including tissue engineering [1, 2] , filtration [3] [4] [5] [6] , catalysis [7] [8] [9] and in biosensors [10] [11] [12] . In all of these fields a strong correlation has been found between nanofiber mat morphology and performance. Nanofiber morphology features such as fiber diameter, orientation, and mesh hole size (pore size) have been shown to correlate strongly with mechanical properties [13] [14] [15] , surface area to volume ratios (influencing catalytic efficiency [16, 17] , signal to noise ratios in biosensors [18, 19] , and filtration efficiency [20] ), and in tissue engineering to determine cell morphology [21] [22] [23] , phenotype [24, 25] , and differentiation [26, 27] . Thus, there is a need for characterization tools of the scaffolds that can quickly and accurately assess these fiber properties. [28] Currently, a variety of manual assessment techniques are commonly used to obtain distributions of fiber diameters. [28] [29] [30] Due to the size of the fibers being spun (< 1000 nm) a widely used tool for the assessment of nanofiber scaffolds is the scanning electron microscope (SEM). [31, 32] Therefore, image analysis tools that can analyze SEM images, the most prevalent in the field, would have the largest user-base if developed.
The gold standard for assessment of nanofiber morphology has historically been manual measurement in SEM images using line tools in image analysis programs such as ImageJ/ FIJI (National Institute of Health, MD) [33] [34] [35] . In addition to being low-throughput, manual measurements may be biased. Operators may avoid "non-representative" fibers, such as blebs or very thin or thick fibers as well as introduce small systemic biases in measurement. Also, because a distribution of fiber diameters is present in electrospun nanofiber preparations, obtaining enough manual measurements to reduce the standard deviation to a level where meaningful statistical comparisons can be performed is timeconsuming. [37, 38] To help expedite this analysis and reduce bias, several laboratories have developed tools to assess nanofiber orientation [36] [37] [38] [39] , mesh hole size [34] , and nanofiber diameter [39] [40] [41] from SEM images of nanofiber mats. Several of the tools to assess nanofiber orientation have been validated [36] [37] [38] [39] and are available to the community for free on ImageJ/FIJI. Similarly, mesh hole analysis tools have been developed and validated and are available for ImageJ/FIJI [42] [43] [44] [45] . Currently, only one open source tool can be used to assess nanofiber diameter; which uses Dougherty et al.'s method, and is available in the BoneJ plugin for ImageJ [46] [47] [48] . Though BoneJ has been used to measure nanofiber diameters, [47, 49] , it was not created to assess these types of structures and has not yet been validated for them. Several other labs have developed tools to assess nanofiber diameter using edge detection algorithms [40] , Radon Transforms [39] , or principal component analysis [41] however, these tools were never released to the community and were therefore never validated.
Additionally, there are two commercially available pieces of software that have been compared in other studies, but both require tens to hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of investment in order for researchers to use these pieces of software. [38] Also, the algorithms in these commercial software packages are not open source and cannot be viewed or modified by the community. Therefore, there is currently not a validated, readily available (commercial or open source) tool for rapid, automated analysis of nanofiber diameter in scanning electron micrographs.
For these reasons we have developed an algorithm named "DiameterJ" for determining nanofiber diameter. Our goal was to create an automated, accessible, open-access, and simple-to-use image analysis tool to enable automatic and efficient measurement of nanofiber diameters in scanning electron micrographs. The algorithm was implemented as an ImageJ/FIJI plugin because these programs are free, easy to use, and widely used by the biological and biomaterials research communities. [46, 48] Additionally, although image segmentation has a significant role in image analysis, previously existing segmentation algorithms were used in this work and therefore segmentation is not a contribution of the proposed technique. The proposed plugin was validated by using a series of 1) digital synthetic image files made with black and white lines of known pixel diameters and 2) scanning electron micrographs of stainless steel wires of nominally monodispersed diameter.
Materials and Methods

Generating Digital Synthetic Images
In order to validate the proposed technique, 118 digital synthetic images of white lines of known pixel diameter on a black background were generated using Inkscape graphics package (www.inkscape.org) and converted to Tiff images using ImageJ (see Figure 1 and Figure 2 in reference [53] for Tiff images). In parallel to the current manuscript, a "Data-inBrief" article [53] has been published which contains an extended description of the Materials and Methods, the image files that were analyzed and all of the raw data to support the figures in this manuscript. White line diameters were chosen to span 3 px to 250 px in diameter. Images were also created that contained lines with different diameters within the same image, in order to mimic the distribution of fiber diameters that are observed in electrospun nanofiber scaffolds. A detailed description of how digital synthetic images were generated can be found in Section 2.1 of reference [53] . Briefly, five types of image sets were created: sets with straight lines of a single diameter (Ordered-1D); sets of disordered, curved lines of a single diameter (Disordered-1D); sets of straight lines of 3 diameters (Ordered-3D); sets of disordered, curved lines of three diameters (Disordered-3D); and sets of disordered, curved lines of 2, 3, 4 or 6 diameters (Multi-Dia.).
Determining Average Line Diameter in Digital Synthetic Images
The average diameter, calculated independently of outputs from DiameterJ, for the single diameter white line digital synthetic images was simply taken as the diameter of the white lines in the image, as defined by Inkscape. The average diameter for the Ordered-3D and Disordered-3D images was calculated via number averaging of each of the line diameters and does not account for line length. The number of lines at a given diameter in an image was defined by continuous line length within the image that did not leave the image border.
The average line diameter was calculated as follows:
, where F i is the frequency of a fiber in an image and D i is the diameter at that frequency. For example an image with 3 fibers that were 10px in diameter, 3 fibers at 20px in diameter, and 3 fibers with 30 px in diameter would have an average diameter of 20px [(3*10+3*20+3*30)/(3+3+3)] regardless of the length of each line within the image.
Steel Wire Samples
Three gauges (48 ga., 50 ga. and 53 ga.) of steel wire (316 stainless steel wire, HSM Wire, Inc.) of a nominally monodispersed diameter were used as test samples to provide a base for measuring fiber diameters in scanning electron micrographs. Mean wire diameter was verified using white-light transmitted microscopy (Nikon Eclipse TE300 microscope) and a NIST-traceable stage micrometer (Klarmann Rulings, Inc.). Ten images of linear wire (no overlaps) were captured randomly over a meter of each wire and 10 wire diameter measurements were made in each image using the Line tool in ImageJ (100 total measurements for each ga.). Taking images of linear wire removed the complication of having wire overlaps that are present in images of entangled fibers, making the wire measurements more accurate. The mean diameter was found to be 31.1 ± 0.1 µm, 25.6 ± 0.1 µm, 16.7 ± 0.1 µm for the 48, 50 and 53 ga. wires respectively. The manufacturer also provided mean wire diameters from electric resistivity and digital caliper measurements (31.0 µm, 25.5 µm, and 16.75 µm respectively) and these values fell within the standard deviation of our optical image measurements. All micrographs of the steel wire that were taken and analyzed can be found in Figure 3 of reference [53] .
In order to prepare samples for scanning electron microscopy (SEM), a meter of wire was cut, folded in half and rolled between two latex gloved-hands in opposing circular motions until the wire was fully entangled. Samples were prepared for each of the three gauges individually (48 ga., 50 ga. and 53 ga.). In addition, a "mixed-gauge" sample was prepared where a half meter of each wire ga. was entangled as described above. To remove dust, the entangled samples were washed with successive immersion (5 mL) and vortexing (5 min) in each of the following solvents: dichloromethane, dimethyl sulfoxide, tetrahydrofuran, and hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP) (Sigma-Aldrich). Prior to SEM, representative images of the entangled wire were taken with a Leica MZ16 (Leica) stereo-optical microscope.
Electrospun Polymeric Nanofibers
Poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA 50:50 molar ratio of L to G, relative molecular mass 35 000 g/mol, Akina Inc., Polyscitech) was dissolved at 25 % by mass in hexafluoroisopropanol and electrospun (25 ga. steel needle, 0.3 mL/h, tip to collector distance of 15 cm, 1 h spin time, aluminum foil target) at 12.5 kV (high voltage generator, ES30P-5W, Gamma High Voltage Research) to yield monodisperse PLGA nanofibers. The PLGA nanofiber mat was removed from the foil and cut into 5 mm × 5 mm squares for SEM.
Nanofiber samples with two layers of different diameter (bimodal dia.) were commercially available (Stellenbosch Nanofiber Company; Cape Town, South Africa). The bimodal samples were composed of PLGA 50:50 (PLGA 50:50 molar ratio of L to G, inherent viscosity 0.4 -1.0 dl/g). The manufacturer reported values for fiber diameter in the two layers were 580 nm ± 226 nm and 1800 nm ± 775 nm. All micrographs of either the monodispersed PLGA nanofibers or the bimodal PLGA fibers that were taken and analyzed can be found in Figure 4 of reference [53] .
Scanning Electron Microscopy
Steel wire samples (each ga. individually and mixed-ga. samples), PLGA monodisperse nanofibers (removed from the aluminum foil target) and PLGA bimodal nanofibers were mounted onto SEM stubs using carbon tape (Ted Pella, Inc.), placed under house vacuum overnight with desiccant and gold sputter-coated (120 s at 75 mA, Desk V HP, Denton Vacuum, approximately 10 nm of gold deposition). Six scanning electron micrographs were captured of each sample (Hitachi S4700 SEM, 5kV, 10mA, ≈13 mm working distance). Wire with a gauge of 48 was imaged at 150X, and 50 ga., 53 ga., and mixed-gauge samples were imaged at 200X. Monodisperse nanofibers were imaged at 5000X and bimodal nanofibers were imaged at 2500X. In total 36 SEM images were analyzed (24 steel wire and 12 PLGA nanofiber).
Manual Measurement
In order to validate DiameterJ, fiber diameter for the wire samples and nanofibers were determined manually from SEM images using the Line tool in ImageJ. Two people experienced in this practice each measured fiber diameter at 25 random locations in each micrograph. Each person analyzed six micrographs for 6 samples: wire samples (48 ga., 50 ga., 53, ga., mixed ga.), PLGA monodisperse nanofibers and PLGA bimodal nanofibers, for a total 36 images and 150 data points per sample per person. The 300 data points for each sample (150 data points from 2 people) were plotted on a histogram and peak-fitting (described below) was used to assess the results. This manual measurement was not seen as a "ground truth" for the images and the protocol was chosen by using a method that is indicative of that which is used in the literature. [54] All manual human measures and their histograms can be seen in Figure 3 and Figure 4 of reference [53] .
DiameterJ Algorithm
A design requirement for the DiameterJ algorithm was to be able to analyze an 8-bit SEM image of any resolution using a desktop computer in less than 60 seconds. DiameterJ was tested on a Dell Optiplex 9010 (Windows 8, 8 GB of RAM, Intel 3 rd generation i7-3770) and functionality was also verified on an older system (Windows 8.1, 4 GB RAM, AMD Phenom II 2.5 Ghz processor, built in 2009). The DiameterJ algorithm has been published to the ImageJ repository and is submitted to be incorporated into the Fiji base release. The DiameterJ plugin can be downloaded from the ImageJ Wiki, http://imagej.net/DiameterJand installed into ImageJ 1.48 or newer or the latest release of Fiji. See Fig. 1 for an overview of how the DiameterJ algorithm analyzes fiber diameter and other scaffold properties.
Segmentation-The first step to image analysis is segmenting the image into foreground and background. SEM micrographs were segmented using eight different thresholding techniques available as plugins within ImageJ/FIJI. Section 2.2 of reference [53] contains an in-depth description of the segmentation algorithms used and the post-processing of segmented images. Generally, images were segmented with either global, local, machine learning or edge detection methods and then noise was removed and line smoothing was performed on resulting images.
Super Pixel Diameter Determination-The Super Pixel approach yields a single fiber diameter for each image and does not give a histogram. The Super Pixel algorithm divides the area of all the fibers in an image by the total length of all the fibers' centerlines. This transforms the unit measurement size from a single pixel to a new value called the "Super Pixel" diameter which is equal to the mean fiber diameter. To obtain this calculation, white pixels from either digital synthetic or segmented images were summed for total fiber area in each image. Additionally, two different centerlines were calculated for nanofibers in each image. The first centerline was determined using a thinning algorithm developed by Zhang and Suen [55] which is sensitive to changes in the fiber surface and results in branches that are not necessarily fibers (sensitive centerline (SC) determination). A second centerline was determined using a Voronoi spatial tessellation [56] which was built based on connected clusters of black (background) pixels and is insensitive to fiber surface morphology (insensitive centerline (IC) determination). The length of the centerlines was calculated and the total area of fibers was divided by either the SC or IC length. This calculation gave the first two approximations of the Super Pixel diameter (D SP ):
. The Super Pixel name was chosen because the fiber area (in pixels) was divided by the centerline lengths (in pixels, producing a unit-less value that is equivalent to a transformed (larger) pixel unit, equivalent to the mean fiber diameter. This method for calculation of global mean fiber diameter is based on the assumption that fibers are long and rectangular when segmented in 2D images (fiber length × diameter = fiber area).
Using uncorrected centerline lengths to determine fiber diameter gave an overly large diameter value, and thus an intersection correction step was introduced which removed all intersections from the image. Intersection correction takes the length of either the SC or IC and subtracts a radius value (obtained from first approximation of the diameter as determined without intersection correction) for each three-point intersection or a diameter value (obtained from first approximation) for each four-point intersection of the fibers. Intersections of each centerline were found using the algorithm developed by ArgandaCarreras et al. [57] . A new diameter was calculated using the new intersection-subtracted length and the total fiber area. This processes was repeated until the diameter converged 1/1000 th of a pixel. A thousandth of a pixel was chosen to drop the error to below 0.01 percent on images where fibers were 10 px in diameter. The results from each method (SC or IC) were averaged to produce the final Super Pixel diameter.
Additionally, the number of intersections and their location was saved and the intersection density (ID) was calculated for a 100 × 100 pixel area by dividing the total number of intersections by the total image area (in pixels) and multiplying by 10 4 :
. This value can be converted to intersections per unit area by the user. The intersections for the SC method were used for this calculation because the IC method was found to frequently miss branches of fibers if they did not segment mesh holes completely. The characteristic fiber length (CFL) was defined as the mean length of fiber between intersections and was calculated by dividing the total centerline length (Length Fiber ) by the number of intersections:
. The centerline length (Length Fiber ) was determined by taking the average of the SC and IC fiber lengths.
Fiber Diameter Histogram-DiameterJ includes a second algorithm for determining fiber diameter (referred to as "Histogram") which determines the fiber diameter at every pixel along the fiber lengths to produce a histogram of fiber diameters. To obtain the distribution of fiber diameters, the segmented image was transformed with a Euclidian distance transformation algorithm [58] . This algorithm takes a fiber pixel and finds the distance to the nearest mesh hole using the 'square root of the sum of the square of the vertical and horizontal distances to the hole' and then transforms the fiber pixel to a grey scale value equal to that distance. The resulting image is a greyscale image rather than black and white. The SC (sensitive centerline determination) was overlaid on top of the distance transformed image. At each intersection of the centerline, the greyscale value was found and radius values within that range were subtracted out from the centerline (this step removes intersections). The greyscale values under the remaining centerline were obtained and multiplied by 2 to get the value of all diameters not in an intersection area. The subsequent histogram of greyscale values was found and placed in a ".csv" file along with the overall average, standard deviation, median and mode of all diameter values. The SC was used because it gave the more correct answer when used to analyze digital synthetic images with known intersection densities. It was hypothesized that using the SC produced an answer that was closer to known values than when using IC because SC removes more intersections than IC and because SC has a higher likelihood of eliminating pixels that have a higher value than the true radius.
Mesh Hole Analysis-As a convenience to the user, mesh hole analysis was included in the plugin using a previously developed algorithm [35] . Black pixels in segmented images (void space) were analyzed in ImageJ using the Analyze Particles command, which counts the number of pixels in discrete clusters of black pixels ("Pixel units" was selected, "Circularity" set to range of 0.00 to 1.00, "Exclude clusters that touch the edge" was checked). The particle analysis was used to generate mesh hole histograms, mean mesh hole area (produced by averaging all cluster areas), and percent mesh hole (produced by taking the total number of black pixels and dividing it by the total image resolution).
Fiber Orientation-As a convenience to the user, fiber orientation analysis was also included in DiameterJ using OrientationJ, an established algorithm for ImageJ.
[36] To determine fiber orientation, the SC was used and enlarged by 2 px (using the Enlarge command in ImageJ/FIJI) to ensure accurate measure of the line. The Fourier gradient was used with a Gaussian window equal in size to the mean fiber diameter as determined by the DiameterJ Super Pixel algorithm. The subsequent frequency histogram of fiber orientation was reported. In addition, a metric found in the literature to define the orientation of a scaffold, [43] the normalized orientation index (NOI), was calculated as follows: NOI = (90-x)/90 × 100, where x is the number of degrees you must expand from the prevalent orientation angle in both directions encompass 50% of the total orientations. In this way, an NOI close to 0% or 100% indicates highly oriented fibers while an NOI near 50% indicates random orientation.
Image Analysis
Image analysis was performed using BoneJ an open source ImageJ plugin, FibraQuant (proprietary code, PrC) (NanoScaffold Technologies) a commercial tool that is able to produce histograms of fiber diameter, and using DiameterJ. Explanations of how absolute and percent errors were calculated are described can be found in section 2.3 of reference [53] .
Validating Particle Analysis, OrientationJ and AnalyzeSkeleton
DiameterJ incorporates the Particle Analysis algorithms within ImageJ for mesh hole analysis, the OrientationJ Plugin for fiber orientation [36] , and uses the AnalyzeSkeleton plugin [57] from FIJI. These algorithms were validated using the digital synthetic images discussed above. The output from these algorithms was used to calculate normalized orientation index (NOI), mesh hole size, porosity, intersection density and characteristic fiber length (CFL).
Statistical Analysis
All comparisons between groups were performed via a repeated measures 2-Way ANOVA with Tukey's post-test using an α < 0.05 for significance using R [59] unless otherwise indicated.
Results
DiameterJ Performance on Digital Synthetic Images
DiameterJ Super Pixel was validated with a set of 118 digital synthetic images (Ordered-1D, Disordered-1D, Ordered-3D, Disordered-3D, see Figure 1 in reference [53] for Tiff images). Examples of digital synthetic image sets can be seen in Fig. 2 A, C, E and G. An analysis was performed on the digital synthetic images for the DiameterJ Super Pixel algorithm where centerlines determined by the IC and SC approaches were compared (Table 1) . Generally, the IC derived diameter was smaller than the known diameter and the SC derived diameter was larger. The average of the IC and SC error when averaged across all 118 digital synthetic images was 31% lower than that of either the IC or SC derived diameters. Thus, the remainder of the analyses were performed using the average of the IC and SC diameter which was designated the Super Pixel diameter.
Next, the 112 digital synthetic images were used to compare the performance of DiameterJ Super Pixel, DiameterJ Histogram and BoneJ (Fig. 2) . Both Super Pixel and the mean Histogram diameter had less than 10% error for digital synthetic images with single line diameters that were greater than 10 px and less than 125 px. The average Super Pixel error was lower than both mean Histogram and BoneJ when analyzing images with three diameters (Ordered-3D and Disordered-3D). For either the Super Pixel or Histogram algorithms, when analyzing single diameter images (Ordered-1D, Disordered-1D), the percent error had a high initial value at smaller diameters, then dropped below 10% at a diameter of 10 px and remained below 10% until diameters rose above 125 px. For Ordered-3D and Disordered-3D images, which had three line diameters, percent error generally increased with increasing mean line diameter and the Super Pixel algorithm performed better than did the Histogram or BoneJ. In almost every digital synthetic image measured, BoneJ had a higher mean percent error than did Super Pixel or Histogram. Table  2 shows the mean error of the algorithms across all digital synthetic images with line diameters between 10px and 125px. DiameterJ's Histogram algorithm had the lowest percent error for single diameter images (Ordered-1D, Disordered-1D) while Super Pixel had the lowest percent error for Ordered-3D and Disordered-3D images.
An advantage of DiameterJ Histogram is that many fiber diameter measurements are made on each image enabling histograms of fiber diameter distributions to be generated and analyzed via peak-fitting (Fig. 3) . Gaussian curves were fit to histograms of Multi-Dia. digital synthetic images to find the mean diameter of each peak (Fig. 3C) . The data and fits for the histograms as well as the original digital synthetic images can be seen in Figure 2 of reference [53] . For images with multiple line diameters that were close together multimodal peak-fitting became more difficult due to overlap between the peaks (see six line diameter image in Fig. S1 ). To measure the deviation of the peak-fits, the absolute (Fig. 3D) and percent (Fig. 3E) error between the known diameters in digital synthetic images and the peak locations were calculated. The mean absolute error of the peak-fits was less than 0.6 px from the known value in digital synthetic images with a maximum error of 1.5 px. This absolute error translated to a mean percent error of less than 3 % for all Mult-Dia digital synthetic images (Fig. 3E) . In Fig. 3E , the larger percent error for the 4-diameter images was caused by the fact that these images had a high percentage of lines less than 10 px in diameter, leading to an absolute error of 0.5 px to 1.0 px. Measurements on 10-diameter Multi-Dia. digital synthetic images were not successful since the peaks were too close to one another to resolve via peak-fitting. Thus, peaks should be separated by at least 3 px in order to enable accurate peak-fitting. These results validate that Super Pixel and Histogram were able to effectively determine line diameters in digital synthetic images. FibreQuant was not designed to analyze segmented images ((black and white images) and, thus, could not be validated on digital synthetic images.
DiameterJ Validation on Wire Micrographs
After validating DiameterJ with digital synthetic images, the program was tested on SEM images of wires with "known" diameters. Obtaining polymer nanofibers with a "known" diameter is not possible because there is a distribution of fiber diameters in electrospun nanofiber mats. Thus, small gauge (48, 50, or 53 ga.) 316 stainless steel wire with nominally monodispersed diameter was used to provide a measurement base for DiameterJ (Fig. 4, Fig.  S2, Fig. S3 ). Manual measurement of wires produced an error less than 1% for both the single wire and three wire micrographs (Fig. 4, Fig. S3 ). The two analysts' measurements were shown to produce statistically not different results for the wire diameter (Fig. S3) . The modes of the DiameterJ Histogram results shown in Fig. 4D (before peak-fitting) differed by less than 1.2% from known diameter of the wires. The histograms showed a tight dispersion of measured wire diameters with none of the Gaussian peak-fits having a standard deviation greater than 0.64 ± 0.1 µm. The data and fits for the histograms as well as the original SEM images and their segments can be seen in Figure 3 of reference [53] .
Analysis of wire micrographs with different measurement tools (Super Pixel, Histogram, BoneJ, Manual, PrC) revealed that each tool produced a similar amount of error when comparing measurements between the three sizes of single ga. micrographs (Fig. 4E-F) . When comparing percent error between different tools, DiameterJ's Histogram was not statistically different from Manual or PrC in either single ga. or mixed-ga. micrographs (Fig.  4E-F) . The Super Pixel algorithm had a statistically higher error than the Manual measurement when measuring the 48 ga. and 50 ga. wire. BoneJ had a statistically higher error when compared to any other tool across all three gauges. BoneJ included all fiber intersections in its analysis which most likely led to inflated average diameters as shown Fig. S3 . For mixed-ga. image analysis in Fig. 4F , all methods tested produced similar levels of mean percent error (less than 1.5 %) and were statistically different from one another. Note that only DiameterJ Histogram, Manual measurement, and PrC were included in Fig.  4F (and Fig. 5F ) because they provide fiber diameter histograms capable of providing multiple fiber diameters (BoneJ and Super Pixel only provide a global average fiber dia). Taken together, these results indicate that Super Pixel and Histogram produced fiber diameter measurements from SEMs of steel wire that were equivalent to the measures produced using other measuring methodologies.
PLGA Nanofiber Measurements
DiameterJ was used to analyze SEM micrographs of monodisperse and bimodal PLGA nanofibers (Fig. 5) . DiameterJ Histogram generated between 3000 and 12000 fiber diameter counts per image, depending on the image properties (number of fibers present, diameter of fibers, etc.). Thus, the signal to noise of the histograms generated by DiameterJ Histogram is higher and more robust peak-fitting is possible. Manual measurements of PLGA nanofiber diameters were not statistically different from Super Pixel, Histogram or PrC (Fig. 5) . BoneJ calculated a diameter that was statistically higher than DiameterJ Histogram for monodispersed nanofibers. For the bimodal PLGA nanofibers (Fig. 5F ), all techniques were found to be statistically equal further confirming the results seen in Figure 4 . The data and fits for the histograms as well as the original digital synthetic images can be seen in Figure 4 of reference [53] .
Of note was the time taken to analyze images. For manual measurement each analyst spent approximately 8 minutes per image leading to a total time of analysis of approximately 5 hours per analyst to generate 300 data points for each of the six samples (48 ga., 50 ga., 53 ga., monodispersed PLGA fibers, and bimodal PLGA fibers). Compared to DiameterJ (with included automated segmentation algorithms) taking less than 40 minutes to analyze all six samples while generating tens of thousands of measurements per sample. In summary, these results demonstrate that DiameterJ algorithms agreed with manual measures of PLGA fiber diameter, but were 10s of times faster while providing 100s of times the data for peak fitting.
Segmentation and Fiber Diameter Analysis
In order to enable flexibility, DiameterJ does not prescribe a segmentation algorithm and analyzes images after segmentation. SEM image properties vary widely between instruments, instrument settings, users, sample preparations and fiber compositions. The best results can be obtained if the user selects the segmentation algorithm that works best for their image sets. For convenience, several segmentation tools have been packaged with DiameterJ to help users obtain an adequate segmentation for fiber analysis. These segmentation tools use 16 common algorithms to segment an SEM image and provides them to the user so that the best approach may be selected for fiber diameter analysis via DiameterJ. In addition, Fiji has more than 25 global and local segmentation algorithms, as well as several machine learning and edge detection algorithms built into its latest release. Further, a tool has also been packaged with DiameterJ, for convenience, which allows the user to identify where in the image DiameterJ is obtaining any given fiber diameter measure. Fig. 6A shows 4 different segmentations of a steel wire SEM image and visual inspection reveals that two had little to no partial fiber segmentations (Global -Min Error and Machine Learning) and two segmented many fibers partially (Global -Otsu and Local Otsu). The Histogram fiber diameter distributions are dependent on the segmentation algorithm and thus, errant peaks appear between 0 µm and 10 µm for the segmentation algorithms that partially segmented fibers (Fig. 6B ). Fig. S4 shows further confirmation of the heterogeneity of segmentation algorithms when analyzing other SEM images. However, despite the differences in the segmentation, peak fitting of DiameterJ Histogram results for the 4 segmentations were consistent (0.01 coefficient of variation). These results suggest that DiameterJ Histogram fiber diameter measurement and analysis were relatively insensitive to the choice of segmentation algorithm.
Mesh Hole Size, Fiber Orientation, Intersection Density, Porosity and Fiber Length
DiameterJ incorporates several previously published plugins including mesh hole size, fiber orientation [36] , and fiber intersection density [57] . Prior to incorporation into DiameterJ, the Particle Analyzer algorithm and OrientationJ were validated using digital synthetic images (Fig. S5 ). Ordered-1D digital synthetic images were analyzed because their mesh hole size and fiber orientations were known. The mesh hole size, porosity and fiber orientation results produced by the Analyze Particle algorithm and OrientationJ differed by less than 1 % from the known values for the digital synthetic images. Intersections were counted manually in all digital synthetic images to determine the accuracy of the algorithm and DiameterJ was found to be > 95 % consistent with manual measurements for intersection density calculations. Finally, the method used for image segmentation induced greater variability on these additional fiber metrics than it had on fiber diameter (Fig. 6 ). While the fiber diameter measurements had a coeff. of variation of only 1 % when a wire image was segmented with four different algorithms, NOI, mean mesh hole size, porosity, intersection density and CFL had a coeff. of variation almost an order of magnitude higher as can be seen in Fig. 6D (8.0% to 27%). The data that was analyzed for this analysis can be seen in Figure 5 of reference [53] .
Discussion
Two fundamentally distinct algorithms for determining fiber diameter, Super Pixel and Histogram, were included in DiameterJ so that the program could analyze a larger range of image types. Super Pixel yields a single mean fiber diameter value from each image analyzed. In contrast, Histogram yields a fiber diameter measurement at every pixel along the length of every fiber, yielding thousands of data points for each image. These large data sets enable fiber diameter distributions to be plotted and analyzed via peak-fitting; providing better confidence in fiber diameter measurements. When comparing data from Tables 1 and  2 as well as the information from Figure 2 it can be seen that the Super Pixel algorithm has lower error when reporting a global mean diameter in images with multiple diameters and Histogram has less error when analyzing images with monodispersed fiber diameters. A primary reason that DiameterJ placed a priority on measurement of fiber diameter was because two-dimensional (2D) images of tubular structures, such as fibers, can be used to determine the diameter of a tube. The relationship between the measured fiber orientation, mesh holes, percent porosity, intersection density and fiber length and the true structure of a nanofiber scaffold is unclear and an ongoing area of research. For a more in-depth discussion of the relationship between these metrics and weighted fiber diameter estimates produced from the Histogram algorithm see the Supplemental Discussion of this report.
The results yielded specifications for using DiameterJ effectively. First, fibers in images should be at least 10 px in diameter. Second, fibers should not be greater than 10% of the smallest dimension of the image. Measurements on fiber images outside of this range yielded percent errors over 10 %. For example, to stay within this range SEM imaging of 500 nm fibers should be conducted at a magnification between 1500X and 10000X for a 1280 px by 960 px image capture. Third, samples with multi-modal fiber diameter distributions must have modes that are separated by greater than 3 px in order for DiameterJ Histogram to be reliable. All three of these specifications can be met by choosing the appropriate magnification and image resolution during SEM image capture. Fourth, after obtaining the histogram data from DiameterJ a "common sense" check between the histogram and the image is needed. Fibers running along the edge of an image, poor segmentation, or images where many fibers overlap or become entwined can yield errant peaks in the histogram (as shown in Fig. 6B) . A quick review of the original image can confirm that these measurements are in error and should not be included in the analysis. If there are questions about the source of a fiber diameter peak in a histogram, then a locator tool, included with DiameterJ, can be used to visualize which lines in an analyzed image produced fiber diameters for a given range.
DiameterJ is an open source program and thus its value lies not just in the fact that it is free but that it can be modified by others to adapt to their needs. For example, natural matrices, such as collagen or extracellular matrix, were not assessed in this study, but, due to their fibrous nature, they could be analyzed with DiameterJ. However, if the density of fibers was too high for DiameterJ to obtain enough measurements for a reliable histogram, a researcher could modify DiameterJ's intersection correction algorithms to better represent their particular type of sample. Further, due to DiameterJ's separation of segmentation and analysis, if a technique other than SEM is used, such as transmission electron microscopy, fluorescence microscopy, brightfield microscopy or X-ray micro-computed tomography, then DiameterJ would be able to analyze these images as well, as long as they were segmented effectively. Thus, DiameterJ is the only tool that can be used independent of imaging modality.
Conclusions
DiameterJ is a rapid, validated, open-source tool for analyzing fiber diameter in scanning electron micrographs. DiameterJ was ten times faster and obtained at least 2 orders of magnitude more fiber diameter measurements (3000 to 12000 data points in 10 s) than manual measurements using software Line tools (25 data points in ~100 s). The large data sets afforded by DiameterJ enabled fiber diameter distributions to be plotted and analyzed via peak-fitting, providing better confidence in fiber diameter measurements. DiameterJ was validated on a wide range of digital synthetic images that mimic segmented fiber images (white lines on a black background) and with SEM images of steel wires of known diameters. Further, when analyzing fiber diameter in wire SEM images, DiameterJ results were comparable to manual operator measurements, demonstrating that throughput was not purchased at the expense of accuracy. Most importantly, DiameterJ provides an accessible, rapid, validated, flexible, free and easy-to-use tool that engineers, biologists, and other scientists can use to efficiently analyze fiber diameter in nanofiber scaffolds.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material. Diagram of fiber analysis algorithm. The starting input point is the black box labeled "Segmented Picture". Grey Boxes are outputs of DiameterJ. Algorithms were not able to effectively determine fiber diameter at fiber intersections requiring subroutines to remove fiber intersections from the analysis leading to interconnected outputs within the code as indicated. Segmentation algorithms and analysis of fiber dia., fiber orientation, mesh holes, porosity, intersection density and fiber length. 
